
Lightroom vs. 
Photoshop curves
Understanding the subtle differences between 
Lightoom and Photoshop curve adjustments

Lightroom curves and Photoshop curves adjustments are not 

quite the same. When you use Photoshop to apply a contrast 

boosting curve you may see some hue shifts taking place. The 

Lightroom Tone Curve adjustment is specifically designed so 

that you shouldn’t see any changes in color when making a Tone 

Curve adjustment.
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Lightroom vs. Photoshop curves
On the face of it, the Tone Curve panel in Lightroom appears to work the same 

way as the Curves adjustment in Photoshop. If you use the Tone Curve controls 

in Lightroom to edit a color image, a steep curve increases the tonal contrast 

but also boosts the saturation as well. The same thing happens when you use 

Photoshop curves to increase the contrast of a color image. Now in Photoshop 

you can use the Luminosity blend mode to fade a curves adjustment (or if using 

an adjustment layer, set the layer blend mode to Luminosity). This applies the 

curve adjustment to the image luminance only, without affecting the color 

information. It is a useful technique to be aware of and can often be used in 

Photoshop when you wish to apply a contrast correction without affecting the 

color. However, although the Luminosity curve method might seem to be the 

“correct” way to go about applying curves, your photographs will tend to look 

unnaturally dull if you use the Luminosity curve approach when carrying out 

global adjustments.

According to Thomas Knoll, it would be easy enough to program curves to not 

affect the color, but they chose not to do this in Lightroom because the mild 

saturation boost produces more pleasing, film-like results. However, Lightroom/

Camera Raw curves do work slightly differently from Photoshop curves. This is 

because Lightroom curves have a hue lock, which means that when Lightroom 

maps the RGB values from a before state to the Tone Curve state, it maps the 

minimum and maximum RGB values (in the linear Lightroom RGB workspace) 

allowing the hue to vary. But when mapping the middle RGB value, the hue is 

always locked. Photoshop curves have no hue lock; when you apply a strong curve 

adjustment in Photoshop, the hue values can shift quite a bit from the original 

before values. This in turn can lead to some noticeable color shifts in the pro-

cessed image. Lightroom/Camera Raw curves can produce hue shifts as well, but 

these are more tightly controlled so that the hue shifts which can occur are usually 

within plus or minus 3°. As I say, when tone curves are applied in Lightroom 

that increase the contrast, these do boost the color saturation, but from the 

conclusions I draw on page 6, Lightroom/ACR tone curves are on average about 

1–2% less saturated than the curves that are applied via Photoshop in the Normal 

blend mode. In practice this means that Lightroom tone curve adjustments have 

smaller hue shifts and the colors are represented better. So how can you test this? 

The following steps show the method I used to create a Photoshop curve that 

matched a tone curve adjustment that had been applied in the Lightroom Develop 

module.
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1. To replicate a Lightroom tone curve in Photoshop, I made a virtual copy of a 

color image and converted it to black and white in Lightroom. I then exported two 

versions: one with a neutral linear point curve and one using the high-contrast 

Tone curve setting shown in Figure 1.

2. In Photoshop I placed the Linear Tone Curve image as a layer above the High 

Contrast Tone Curve layer and placed it inside a new layer group. I then added a 

Curves adjustment layer above the Linear Tone Curve layer and set the layer group 

blend mode to Difference. The objective now was to open the Curves adjustment 

layer and create a curve shape that matched the outcome of the high contrast 

Lightroom tone curve. Because the layer group had been set to Difference, the 

image appeared solid black once the curves adjustment applied to the Linear Tone 

Curve layer matched the appearance of the High Contrast Tone Curve layer below.

Linear Tone Curve High Contrast Tone Curve 

Figure 1 This shows a close-up view 
of the Tone Curve I applied in Step 1.
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4. I was now able to test the difference in the hue and saturation response of 

a Lightroom Tone Curve compared to a curve that had been applied to an image 

in Photoshop. I repeated Steps 1 and 2, but this time I processed the image in full 

color. I then used the Eyedropper tool to measure and compare the colors in the 

image and compile the table of measurements shown in Figure 2.

3. Once I had made a perfect matching curve, I saved it as a new preset and 

named it High contrast.acv.

About the curve comparison creation method
For the first step, I deliberately processed the image in black and white mode, 

because at this stage I wanted only to compare the tone curve luminosity. Once I 

had discovered the Photoshop curve setting that exactly matched the Lightroom 

black and white tone curve adjusted image, I had a Photoshop curve, which when 

applied to any black and white mode image would match Lightroom exactly. 

Note that it did not matter which image I used to test with at steps 1 and 2, just 

as long as it was an image that had been converted to black and white mode 

in Lightroom. When I started putting the curve to use and tested the difference 

between the Lightroom and Photoshop curves using color images, I was able to 

confirm that the brightness values did indeed always match wherever I sampled 

in the image area using the eyedropper tool. This then allowed me to look for the 

variations in the hue and saturation between the Lightroom and Photoshop curve 

methods.

NOTE
These steps for creating matching 

Photoshop curves are specific to the 

RGB space you export the files to. In 

this particular example I exported 

the images from Lightroom to the 

ProPhoto RGB space.
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Figure 2 In this sectioned image you can see a comparison view of a Lightroom high-
contrast curves adjustment (top), a Photoshop high-contrast curve blended using the 
Luminosity mode (middle), and a Photoshop high-contrast curve blended using the Normal 
mode (bottom).

Lightroom Tone Curve 

Photoshop Luminosity Mode Curve 

Photoshop Normal Mode Curve 

A

B

C

D
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Figure 4 This table shows a comparison between the Photoshop HSB values for points 
A, B, C, and D in Figure 2. These figures show the differences between the original values 
and those for the image after it has been processed in Lightroom and in Photoshop using a 
normal blend and a Luminosity blend mode curve.

Figure 3 The HSB values shown in 
Figure 2 were recorded using Photoshop 
Info panel readings. I went to the Info 
panel preferences (via the fly-out menu) 
and altered the coordinate second color 
readouts to show HSB values.

Comparing the different curve methods
In Figure 2 the Photoshop HSB values at points A, B, C, and D were read using 

the HSB readouts from the Photoshop Info panel (Figure 3). The HSB values were 

then compiled in the table shown below in Figure 4. These numbers allowed 

me to analyze the differences between the three curve methods used here and 

help understand why they each produce slightly different results. The Hue value is 

expressed in degrees (°) on a scale of 0–360, while the Saturation and Brightness 

values are expressed as percentages.

Compare the Lightroom adjusted Hue values with the original image and you 

will notice that there is only a small difference after applying the high contrast 

Lightroom Tone Curve. Now compare these values with the Photoshop Normal 

blend mode values and you will see a much wider variance in the Hue values. 

However, when the Luminosity blend mode is applied to the Photoshop-adjusted 

curve the Hue values are preserved exactly.

If you now look at the Saturation values, you will note that the Saturation is 

almost the same for both the Lightroom and Photoshop curves. In the testing I’ve 

done, however, the Lightroom curve saturation is on average slightly less than 

a Normal mode Photoshop curve (by about 1–2%). Sometimes it is higher, but 

mostly it’s less. But what is interesting about the Photoshop luminosity curve is its 

tendency to produce a much less saturated result; the figures in the Luminosity 

curve Saturation column back this up. Try comparing these values with the 

Saturation values for the Lightroom and Photoshop normal blend curves.

The Brightness columns confirm that the luminance values are identical for both 

the Lightroom and Photoshop Normal blend mode curves, but the Luminosity 

mode curve values do end up being different.

Original image Lightroom Tone Curve Photoshop Curve 
(Normal blend mode)

Photoshop Curve 
(Luminosity blend mode)

H S B H S B H S B H S B

Point A (green) 80° 39% 37% 78° 61% 32% 83° 62% 32% 80° 46% 31%

Point B (blue) 232° 54% 45% 230° 77% 47% 235° 78% 47% 232° 67% 36%

Point C (yellow 1) 43° 88% 50% 44° 98% 57% 35° 97% 57% 43° 89% 50%

Point D (yellow 2) 46° 56% 93% 47° 59% 99% 56° 59% 99% 46° 38% 99%
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Conclusions
It is all very well running involved tests like the one described here to calculate the 

numeric differences between Lightroom and Photoshop curves. At the end of the 

day, the only way to judge anything is to let your eyes compare the results visually. 

The differences between the two curve methods can be quite subtle, but where 

it is noticeable, I would say the Lightroom/Camera Raw curve result always looks 

more pleasing. The testing data kind of backs this up, because as I mentioned 

earlier, the figures show that there is a much finer tolerance in the amount of hue 

shift you get with a Lightroom curve. This is why the colors tend to be preserved 

better when edited using a Lightroom Tone Curve adjustment.

It is interesting to examine what happens when you apply a Luminosity blend 

mode to a Photoshop curve. The accepted wisdom here is that a Luminosity 

curve only affects the luminance values of the image and the color values are 

preserved. At least that is what I have written in the past. If you compare a 

contrast-increasing Luminosity curve with a Normal mode curve, the Luminosity 

curve will look flatter in color, which you might assume is because the curve has 

been filtered to target the luminance only. While a Luminosity curve may always 

preserve the hue, it can still have a marked effect on the saturation values. And 

whereas the luminance values always match between a Lightroom curve and a 

Photoshop curve in Normal mode (using the test method described here), the 

Luminosity mode curve brightness values can actually deviate quite a bit from 

these two other curve methods. The conclusion I draw here is that Photoshop 

Luminosity curves are useful for preventing unwanted hue shifts and taming 

saturation boosts, but you should be aware that the saturation values can shift 

up or down, and there will not be an exact tonal match between the effect of 

a Luminosity and a Normal mode curve. This last point should not necessarily 

represent a problem. It should not matter whether the curve outcome is different 

because you can always manipulate a curve in Photoshop to get the luminance 

balance you like. For Photoshop users it could be argued that what is needed is a 

slider control in the Curves dialog that goes from a Normal mode to a Luminosity 

mode curve adjustment. That way, you could tweak the way the curve is applied 

to the image from within the Curves dialog. That might work, but if we go back 

to the subject of tone curves in Lightroom there is already an easy method for 

taming the saturation boost: the Vibrance and Saturation sliders. You can easily 

take the Vibrance or Saturation down if you find that the Lightroom tone curve 

has made a photo look too colorful (see Figure 5).

For further reading on this subject, I recommend a PDF article written by Mark 

Segal that was published on the Luminous Landscape Web site: www.luminous-

landscape.com/essays/Curves.shtml. Mark has carried out some very thorough 

research here, although he does reach a slightly different conclusion about the 

saturation differences between Lightroom and Photoshop curves. I have discov-

ered that most of the time, Lightroom curves are less saturated than Photoshop 

curves. But it is true that they can sometimes produce stronger saturation values, 

so this does not necessarily disprove Mark’s observations.

Figure 5 If you want to achieve 
the Luminosity curve desaturated 
effect, it is easy enough just to turn 
down the Vibrance and Saturation in 
Lightroom. In this example, the left 
half shows the image treated with a 
–25 Vibrance and –15 Saturation. The 
right half shows a version created using 
a Photoshop Luminosity blend curve. 
The Hue and Saturation values can 
be adjusted so that the two versions 
almost match (although the tone 
luminance characteristics will always 
be slightly different). In this example 
the Lightroom adjusted Tone Curve 
still retained more tonal contrast in 
the highlights than the Photoshop 
Luminosity curve adjusted version.


